During development and support phases, software is modified to enhance its functionality, detect faults, and adapt it to different platforms. Regression testing is used to identify faults that were introduced when modifying code [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] or to assure that a change, for example a functional enhancement, bug fix, patches or configuration changes, did not introduce new faults. However, a lack of test inputs that exercise a changer behavior is a common issue in regression testing.
Introduction
During development and support phases, software is modified to enhance its functionality, detect faults, and adapt it to different platforms. Regression testing is used to identify faults that were introduced when modifying code [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] or to assure that a change, for example a functional enhancement, bug fix, patches or configuration changes, did not introduce new faults. However, a lack of test inputs that exercise a changer behavior is a common issue in regression testing.
A large number of test inputs is generated in order to cover modified parts of the code. Then the tests are executed using generated test inputs on the old and new versions of the code, differences are identified and presented to developer with the details regarding the lines of changed code and the differences [2] . The proposed approach can provide developers with detailed information regarding code coverage and various statistics.
Related Work
A lot of research has been done in the area of automatic test case generation, for example an execution of various elements in the program [11] or detection of mutants [12, 21] .
Test tools are used for test case execution (for example, Parasoft JTest [13] ) and random test input generation. However, random test inputs may not be sufficient to detect different behavior of the new version of program. Other techniques define test input data using OCL constraints [14] , which eliminates the need for random data generation.
Significant amount of research has been done in the area of regression testing in the past few years. Some of approaches [15, 16] rerun test case with the same test inputs and check the outputs of the test case against the captured outputs. Tests may be applied for the source code generated from various UML or DSL specifications [17] .
Another approach [18] generates test input set, executes them and collects the return values and object states after the execution of each method under test. The following executions retrieve the same information and check against the initially collected return values and states. Many approaches focus on testing the changed parts of two versions of a software application and takes into account changes related to method return values, object states, and program outputs.
In some cases, finding behavioral differences between two versions of program may not be sufficient and it can be expanded by predicting object state deviations of a changed program or introducing mutation testing.
In some approaches, symbolic execution is used to improve test input quality. One of such tools for the Java language could be Java Pathfinder [4, 6] which is built on top of a custom Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and here is used for test input generation. Model checking is done via execution of Java byte-codes, an approach that allows different byte-code interpretations to be developed. One of the model checking modes in JPF is symbolic execution [5] . Extended interpretation of byte-codes is used to work with symbolic values. Symbolic JPF checks http://dx.doi.org/10.5755/j01.eee.112.6.457 the code for conditional branches incorporating symbolic values, then tries to find out if the branch condition is satisfied for true and false possibilities and identifies values for each branch.
There is a number of helper functions and classes available for JPF, that allow to annotate code, and develop extensions to change and monitor the execution of JPF. One of them is the ability to register Java listeners for various JPF events, for example monitor the execution of a byte-code instruction. Therefore, it allows extensions to access information used internally by JPF. The ability to annotate code and monitoring JPF's execution is helpful for test generation [7] .
An example of conditioned program and execution tree of the conditioned program is provided in Fig. 1 .
We aim to reach the following goals: 1. Detect regression faults in the program; 2. Reach as high code coverage as possible; 3. Improve test input quality by detecting mutants.
Problem Statement
In general, mutation describes the modification of a program according to some fault model. Mutation testing is the process of deriving test cases that identify as many mutants as possible. One test input covers one path of the method which may change after the modification of the code and the path will not be executed. Therefore, there will be paths that are never tested and it will cause lower code coverage. Besides, a lot of test inputs and mutants need to be randomly generated in order to cover all paths and catch the mutants. Classic mutation process ( Fig. 2 ) and our proposed approach are illustrated in Fig. 3 . 
Proposed approach
The proposed approach uses symbolic execution which helps to improve code coverage and test input quality by detecting code mutation. 
Testing Technique Proposal and Symbolic Execution
The process can be separated into these activities: 1. Path condition generation from the source code; 2. Test data generation from path conditions. An extension for symbolic execution will be developed to improve test data generation [3] , which will detect mutation faults as well; 3. Execution of generated test cases; 4. Stored result comparison with the expected results. The test case is considered to have failed in case the result does not match the expected result. The aim is to produce unit tests because it may be run multiple times and relatively fast. Fig. 44 illustrates the described approach with more details.
Proposed concept will address the following faults introduced because of:
1. Modification of the application code; 2. Update of the packets that application is using. The functionality should remain unchanged; 3. Changes of the platform. Symbolic execution and software testing isn't the same. By proceeding from model checking to jUnit framework it was found that symbolic execution gives an interval of variable values in order to execute concrete path of the program. However there are cases when the infinite value set is returned and only one value needs to be chosen for the path. Only one choice doesn't always guarantee that regression faults will be detected. In order to solve this ambiguity, mutation testing will be introduced, which aims to help generating more precise test data [8, 9, 10] . This is explained in the following section with more details and an example.
Main classes involved in test data retrieval and mutated test case generation are presented in Fig.5 . 
Mutation Process and Test Result Assessment
After test data generation we are not sure that it detects changes in the program. Suppose we have this code:
After symbolic execution two paths are found and returned:
These paths are used to generate corresponding test cases: They are entirely correct test cases as all the program paths are executed at least once. However, after the modification of the program these test cases can be no longer adequate as they do not ensure that the faulty change of the program will be found. For example, suppose we had this code: "if (a + b > c)"; and it was changed to "if (a -b> c)" condition. Both the test with testMe(1,0,0) and testMe(0,0,0) will return a successful test execution value "Passed", although at least one of them should return "Failed" value. Both of these tests will not detect changes in the program and the possible fault.
For these reasons, we introduce mutation testing and trying to predict possible changes in the program. The main idea is that the generated test cases should fit the initial version of the program, but may not be suitable for the mutants (changed versions of the program). In other words, generated test cases will successfully pass using the initial application and fail using mutated application. In order to generate needed test cases, we do not mutate the program itself, but the expressions of execution paths. This approach has the following advantages:
1. 
With more complex paths, especially when there are unreachable states in the initial program, it is not possible to have 100% code coverage. One suggestion for the future work could be the extension to detect unreachable code and report it. Once the analysis of the model of SUT is finished and the expressions of program execution paths obtained, it can be mutated and connected to the initial expressions, as illustrated in Fig. 6.   Fig. 6 . A process of test data generation 1. Let's assume we analyze this condition of the application code; 2. We obtain two program execution paths with such conditions; 3. Obtained expressions are mutated. In this case the mutant "+" -> "-" is applied; 4. Looking for a reverse functions of the mutated, because the new test data should not fit to mutant 5. Reverse functions are connected with the initial functions so that the generated data satisfies both conditions; 6. Concrete test data is found. It satisfies the initial condition (), but does not satisfy the mutant ().
This explained how the test cases are obtained which take the mutants into account and the program changes (possible errors) are detected.
A test case construction algorithm is defined as follows:
For the experimental research tests were executed using the following code snippet:
The application was tested three times: first with random test input generation (JTest), second using symbolic execution (JPF) which gives full code coverage and the third with symbolic execution and the extension enabled which takes mutants into account (>, <, <=, >=, ==, !=, &&, ||, ^, +, -, *, /). There are six conditions and five mutants for each of them, three ampersand and five mathematical operator replacements (6*5+3*2+5*3=51 mutants). The number of detected faults is showed in Fig. 7 . The number of detected faults increased from 42 to 51 in the experiment. Test results show that symbolic execution with our extension increases the number of detected possible faults using the same number of test inputs.
Conclusions
This paper presented a formal technique to the regression testing process satisfying structural code coverage with a higher quality of test data.
Experimental results showed that test data generated with symbolic execution gives a full structural code coverage which increases a number of detected faults in the program comparing to randomly generated test inputs. However, some of mutation faults still remain. This is solved using symbolic execution extension and improved test data generation which increases test case quality and detect more mutants using the same number of test inputs.
Tasks that could be accomplished in the future: 1. Combine a number of test cases derived from the different mutants into one test case; 2. Create and integrate jUnit extension in test code which keeps track of how many lines of code were executed using the generated tests; 3. Add extension that supports complex data structures; 4. Add extension that verifies the correctness of code not only according to the returned values, but also based on the inner states of objects or functions.
